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!;Afro-Am President: 'Maybe We 
· Have Been A Little Too Quiet'. 
"Maybe. we have been a little too 
quiet," Ken Blackwell, President of 
the Afro-American Association told 
the . Commitee on Student Life in a 
dramatic public session on Monday 
this week. 
Dean of Students Patrick Nally opened 
,_,;zllW§!Jlld""'""'~~"~ the meeting explaining that President 
'"The ~n&ell" danced at the XU Playen· nnr pertormance or the 
. '"Anythlna Goes." (See story, page 7.) 
·----
_Greeley Pinpoints 
"Signs of· the 
Paul L. O'Connor was attending a 
year, meeting in Columbus. Fr. O'Connor 
arrived back on campus and came im-
mediately to the meeting at 2:30. He 
then provided soml!.general background 
information on the progress of the 'Black 
Tl• m es'' Demands.' The demands had beenJinally submitted on September 27, _he reported, 
Last Wednesday evening, Fr. An- priest summoned to attention was the 
drew Greeley, the second lectuer of contemporary ·search .for meaning. 
the Xavier University Forum series, "More and more, the meaning of life 
presented the· challenge of religion's ·is attributed to explanations of the 
future to a sell-out crowd _in tfie transcendent kind. Science's inability 
to render-a totally meaningful existence 
has impelled our time to sanction the 
renewal of religiosity; the younger gen-
!!ration especially is searching for a 
reality beyond the reality ·oC an IBM 
360." With the establishment of re-
ligion's legitacy at the market-place, 
however, comes a disturbing rampid 
romanticism; anything wh.ich smacks 
of transcending, ethereal qualities has 
This beginning was deceptively calm, 
as· were the committee reports by Dr. 
Murray, Dr. Anderson, Father O'Cal-' 
-laghan and Father Ratterman. 
Dr. Robert J. Murray, Chairman 
of the Faculty Committee, discussed 
what he considered the general feeling 
of the Faculty Committee concerning the 
demands. "What negative reaction the 
committee had," he stated, "was to the 
rhetoric and terminology used. After 
discussing these demands with four 
representatives of the A.AA. our feurs 
were. put to rest." Dr. M urruy also 
called the dem.ands "sincere und reason-
able." 
Armory. Drawing from his experience 
in sociology and in working with stu-
dents at the University of Chicago, he 
cited fi'le signs of the time to which 
the people of God must address them-
selves. "T)le future of religion, the 
future · o(. the Church, resides in our 
awarene.ss· of _our Messianic role; there 
.are five signs which 1- feel we must 
examine for a greater understanding 
of that role.'' become vogue. Fr. Greeley applauds, "There is also no reason why a black 
_ The first sign which the le"cturing just the same, the realization, although . teacher is necessary for a black course," 
·raw:and.prone toabuse, that man has the comcpittee felt. Dr. Murray con-
. a nc~u to undei'stand· his cnvirclltlneJ~t . cluued "'ith a recommendation that a. 
in terms which · are more personal, Community Relations directorship be 
~w&J-::·~Dea.;a:·:- -. 
Honored more ultimate, and more religious. established_. ·· / 
·Community is tiie second watch-". The report,of Dr. Albert A. Ander-
On October 15 Xavier led the Cin- word which demands our scrutiny. Our soil of the Interracial Committee fol-
cinnati community in a Day of Aware- era has witnessed a somewhat dis- lowed. Or. Anderson distributed a 
, ness on all sides of the Vietnam War. paraging termination to our pilgrimage survey which probed faculty and admin-
. In conjunction with that Day of Aware- for affluency. We are awekening to the · istrator involvement in Greater Cincin-
ness a 24 hour vigil in memory of demand for intimacy which cannot be nati area community pr~grams. 
those who have d. ,·'ed 1'n the war was held. marketed; at the same time we have · Father Rattc:rman spoke of efforts 
Now l·n Nov·e'm'--'r as the 1'ssue of the been confronted with the dilemma of · "" to form a coi}Jmunity relations direc-
war comes into, particular national the community versus the privacy of torship. He di:scribed his own efforts 
:pr.ominence, the · Xavier community, the individual. "Just how we balance to date as. "trying to work out a job 
'in a continuing concern over the war, tlu:se two. cha[acteristics is dependent descrip-tion for the Director of Com-
will conduc~ jl 48·ihour YiiW to pray upon the response we receive from munity Relations." He continued, as-
for the. war dead. established communiti~s. 1 hope that serting that "you can assume the direc-
. · the community of Jesuits, whose very 
A 'd' · h ·-· Th d N tor will be black." He expressed hope t m1 mg t on urs ay, ovem- business has been this quality, can rise 
• · 1 that a man might be appointed by Christ-her 13the the vigd wll open with a to guide _the overwhelming interest in · 
· mas. As it turned out, this was the only prayer service concluded by a proces- community." 
sion to the Our Lady, Queen of Victory indication of when the demands might be 
and Peace Shrine. for the neKt 48 hours The third sing of- the time, sex, met in terms of a date. 
received special emphasis by Fr. 
the names of a·ll those Americans who 
have died in Vietnam will be read from ~;~:~r;al~~~u:~~ty~r:~tn i~ ~~e a~e~~~ 
fhe steps of Bellarmine chapel. This dispensable element of all friendships; 
reading is done primarily in an attempt the pedastal status which it has rc-
to give the hollow indifference of statis-
ceived for so long is a result of our 
tics on the number of dead a compelling 
· ignorant, un-Christian isolation of 
reality of the individuals that make up 
man's sexuality. "For the •Scriptures 
those statistics. The vigil will end with point to marriage as_ not only an image 
another service at the 12 o'clock Mass 
of God's relationship to his people, but Saturday night. All members of the 
Xavier community are urged to partici- it goes far beyond to· show how mar-
riage, the unity of two individuals 
. pate in this vigil either in the reading in their entirety,_ is an archetype for 
or at the quiet of the shrine. 
all rell1tionsbips." There is also the 
Nationally, November 14 and IS are Freudian impact on our culture which 
the-dates for the scheduled March on can be used so advantageously to our 
Washington that seeks to convince the ·demytholigizing · of se.x. · Freud 
administration that · the _American demyth9ligizingof'sex."Freud 
'people want out of Vietnam now. It is a has well proven the tremendous con-
protest of the "business as usual" s.tructive power of sex, that the pre-
. going on in America while Americans ponderous dilenation between man's 
die across the Pacific ocean. Several body· and spirit has worked to his 
organizations in Cincinnati including _psychic disjunction." Man and woman 
•So!"e·at Xavier are making arrange- have long stood physically naked: to 
menls for buses to transport interested each other, but the corresponding psy-
people to Washington for Jhe. March. chic openness has remained undevel-
Anyone desiring to take part in this oped, has left man incomplete. 
march in Washington can find out the Play;· man's propensity to remove 
Ken Blackwell, President oL the 
!\fro-American Association, spoke 
~ext. His voice was restrained and his 
words carefully chosen. Many on the far 
>ides of the Terrace Room leaned for-
Wl!rd to hear. From this point on tension 
began to rise perceptively. 
"The faculty and administration are 
lacking in black educators and adminis~ 
trators," Blackwell told the committee. 
The Xavier image within the Avondale 
community,. he felt, .was negative. He 
TUT.ORING 
On.Campus Tutoring: individualized 
help for X.U. students by X.U. students . 
Set your own hours. Any subject. 
· Wanted: Anyon~: willing to give a 
few hours to his fellow stude~ts. 
Opportunity: For anyone wanting 
individualized help in any subject sec: 
Dick Ellis 
Brockman 319 
particulars of tbe. transportation at the himself from the mundane, is the fourth • pe~ce booth opposite the giill' in the point of attention. "In all that man has 
531-9409 
631-9606 
University:Center. achieved with his rationale, man must 
Student Volunteer Services 
University Center 853-3487 
Mr. Gerry Hair, S . .J. 
Alter Hall 104 I 853-3506 
853-3449 
also pointed to the black opinion that 
Xavier presented a white man's educa-
tion. He suggested a black studies pro-
gram. 
Blackwell concluded his formal say-
ing, "We feel that the faculty and ad-
ministration are .stalling and are just 
showing us supposed impressive sta-
!istics concerning Xavier's community 
mvolvement." With added emphasis he 
continued, "Our demands are being 
taken very lightly." 
BlackweiUhen said' fn a voice barely 
above a whisper, "Maybe we ha\•e been 
a little too quiet.'' 
Individual reports and questions 
followed, but no one asked what theAAA 
meant by"too quiet." 
only one who ~akes the.decision and he· 
isn't here. Who can speak for him?" 
Father Ratterman suggested that 
President O'Connor wanted a "grass 
roots movement.'' He feels he cannot 
do it alone, Father Ratterman stressed. 
'~He doesn't want to encourage akjnd of 
paternalism." _ ~ _} 
"As a group we are getting ready to 
leave," Blackwell told the committee. 
"We rest our case. Our action from now 
on rests on the administration and the 
students." 
One or two students raised quick 
questions. In what appeared to be the 
final moment of the meeting, President 
Paul O'Connor arrived. Student ques-
tions continued. 
Xavier Student Council President ad-
, dressed what he considered to be "a 
major crisis." He said, ''lhel'.e:s a lot 
of work going on, but it appears, it 
seems, that the administration is slall-
ing.'' He emphasized that it ":eemed". 
Ken Blackwell rose. "1 hope every-
one makes kriown their opinions to Fa-
ther O'Connor." The the black students 
walked out. 
Father O'Connor eKpresscd a gen-. 
era\ approva\ oJ the delminds·, but ad-
mitted he had strong reservations ahout 
the rhetoric surrounding them. He pro-
'duced information a~out the pirating of 
Southern schools. "It's not stalling tac- , 
tics at all," he said. 
Mr.· Ken Blackwell explains demands As this paper \Wiillo pri:>•, ~he Mon-
to the Committee on Student Life, day meeting .was still in progress. The 
major developments of the meeting may 
be summarized as follows: Mr.' Joseph Weseling, assistant pro-
fessor of English, told the committee the , 1) 
English department is establishing two 
courses to begin next semester in black 
literature. He stated that he .would teach 
the courses, but would "step aside for a 2) black instructor." He also expressed the 
fear that the North is robbing the South 
of many fine teachers. 
from President O'Connor: an 
official response is forthcoming on 
what has been/will be done concern-
ing the demands. 
from Fr. Ratterman: work will be-
gin imml'diately on the hiring of a 
- temporary omhudsman to deal with 
the Black Demands exclusively. 
Blackwell countered, "I feel there 3) concensus agreement: a full-time 
should be no concern in draining the 
Permanent, Black Director of Com-South of their teachers because if they 
munity Relations will be hired. At 
were committed they would stay." · present, it was disclosed that the Blackwell then asked if any black pro· prime candidate for the position fessors have been contacted or approa 
fessors have been contacted or ap- would no~ be available for hiring u~tiiJanuarv; 1970. 
.proached as faculty members. · • -, 
. Father Felten reacted to this as 5) the question of' sohplarships must 
"pirating:" He stated, "We don't go to 
any university and try to steal pro-
fessors." 
Blackwell insisted that it was not 
the job oftheAAA or of the black student 
to recruit faculty members _or set up 
6) 
programs. "It is not our responsibility, 
but that of the administration." 
_ Another member of the Association 
spoke up. "The only thing that's import-
ant ·to me is, what's Fnther O'Connor's 
feeling on these demai1ds? He is the 
be acted upon by the Board u~.Trus-
tees. More Black Studies courses 
will be introduced, although a major 
in Black Studies is not presently 
planned. 
a deftnite lack of communication 
exists belween administration and 
the AAA on the steps that arc being 
taken to deal with the issues pin-
point~(! in the Demands. This com-
munication vacuum, it was agreed, 
could create .further problems· in 
the resolution of the issue at Xavier. 
Whatever- the individual's feelings· still be able to announce,. 'I'm more 
on the•war;- he is urged to take part in important than my environment.' The 
\the vigil, at the Xavier camp_IJS for the rational rules as a constitutional mon-
honoringand praying for the dead mu11t arch who must not be 'allowed to tyran· 
hold a re<e~o.;.:;..-.;jJ}l every man's ize.'' Fr. Greeley 'connected man's-
h ' . -,...,..., .............. : . earl. ·:··:..:..\ --- · · (Cominued on page 7) 
Above pictured is Breen Lodge, In which Fn. Sna&e, Burke, and 
reside. According to a recent decision of the Space Committee, Breen 
•----:------------..: .. '!ill__l!_~v~ t~ ~~ vacated. · · 
Flynn 
l.odge 
.,·: .. ·· 
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wisdom to know which aspects of our world are susceptible to Xavier community, hope to bring our-
. ' change through our efforts, and which are not, and admission that selves to this concern. We believe that 
Edit<'ritds 
A R • b} Ch • our projected order may not be the right one. Only when the indi- members of a Christian center of esponsl e Olce higher learning should address them-. . . ' vidual'~ world seems to make sense to himself, when he acquires selves to the demands of "Pacem in 
If you agree with the WKRC editorial which states that the a sense of "at homeness" with his universe, can ~e r~lax and play. Terris", · "Populorum Progressio", 
sole means of attaining a university education is in the classroom, Americans by and large are a take-charge people. Americans ~ndh"TMhedCo~wstitultdi?.n °1f the Church· · · · · d h I h tn t e o ern or at east as allen-
then you can disregard this editorial. If, on the other hand, you want t? shape the1r environment-to_ end poverty, sprea . eat • tively as they have to "Humanae Vitae". 
believe that the total university experience consists not only of educatiOn, democracy, etc., and Amencan youth want.to do 1t now. Our Church has· said very frankly, "We 
work in the classroom, but also extracurricular activities and a The fight is centered . in the big citie~ where the problems. "at must obviously strive witth all our 
continuous dialogue between faculty and students, this editorial home" and the. decisions that affect our foreign policy are made. might 10 pre~are for_ the mo~ent when 
• d t d The nian and particularly the student in the big cities is involved all people wtll agree to forbtd war of IS geare owar S .YOU. , . . . . any type whatever." (Constitution, 
An important aspect of this university experience is the avail- m .a sometimes desperate struggle With .hiS enVIronment-race, #82);· and further, "In an age such as 
ability offaculty members to the student body. Whereas most mem- the ":ar: the draft~ ~arches, demonstratl.on~, speeches. ~erha.ps ours w~ic~ prides itself on its atomic 
bers 'of the Jesuit community reside in the official residence then_ 1t 1s not a comc1dence that student ms1stenc~ on umvers1ty energy, ·~ ts contra~y to reason to hold 
(H. kl H II) J 't h d d 't fit. bl t .1• • reforms and football don't mingle. Maybe we have mdeed lost our t~at warts now a suttable way to restore m e a , some esu1 s ave eeme 1 pro 1 a e o 1ve m.. . , · nghts that have been violated. (#127) 
student dormitories (as chaplains and rectors) and private resi- sense of play. · 
. DGR The "Peace People" hope to serve 
dences. They have found a situation which fosters a greater dia·""!!!!------------------------..:~~as a forum for persons concerned with 
Iogue between students and faculty, whereby the artificial barriers Utters vious regular budget. The burden of. these issues. They view their role as 
of the classroom are broken. . · support for the SVS programs con- an educative service to the university 
sistently fell to the student body' and and as a center for those interested 
In addition, these faculty members serve a valuable function P. eace Corps the Student Council. Council ~nnually in Christian Non-violence and the-
as counselors. By living among the students and making them- sponsored a !llixer on behalf of SVS, means ~f applying it to their lives. 
selves available, these Jesuits are able· to offer guidance in both and last year revoked a $400 svs debt SHALOM 
academic and non-academic matters, which might otherwise be Dear Editor: car·ried from 1~67-68. The 1969-70 
lost. ' 1 am taking the liberty of calling to Council has increased its aid, by gra_nt-
A F th P t • k R tt S J • t t • h. tl your attention a significant development ing to SVS the ID-card conces~ton s. a er a r1c a erman, • ., pom s ou m IS recen y. . h' h d . d . . . 1 (amounting to some $450), bestdes • . . . . " • m tg er e ucatton an mternat10na . 
published book, The Emergmg Catholic Umverslly, Might 1t service: the Peace Corps/College De- again sponso~i~g a ~mxer. These funds 
not be that for some students the search for truth and the possi· gree Program, which should be of in- from the admmtstratton and ~he student 
bility of self-fulfillment will be positively aided by an association terest to your reading constituency. body, plus perso~al. donattons, have 
• • • • • • E 1 d · "'I b' h allowed SVS to ehmmate seyeral debts With men who share the ms1ghts whach a common relagaous faith nc ose ts a news re ease w tc . f . . 
• . briefly describes this unique oppor- and to enter thts year o operatton tn 
generates?ToprovadeamiUeuforthoseCatholic(and·non-CathoUc) 1 .1 · .·.1 bl · ·. h. the marginal black of the ledger. • . um y a vat a e to prospecllve mat e- . _ 
students who conscientiously feel that they can most freely and. matics and science majors who will be _ But the operation& of SVS for the 
effectively seek further truth and their OWR penonal self-fulfill· completing their Sophomore or Junior present ·year haye expanded to twelve 
meRt in such an association is the mission of the Catholic Uni· year this June.· programs. The programs are described 
venity." We would hope that you will find on the accompanying sheet. And a 
this item newsworthy and deem it ap- ·, projected budgd, needed to adequately 
Altho111h resitlence among the stutleRts is not RecessarHy a · . ,. bl' . Of operate all the programs runs to more 
_ proprtate oor pu tcatton. course, ' 
prerequisit to such counseiUng anti diaJotue, stutlents, ill pMnl, it is understood that yau would exercise than $2300. . 
find it less awkwartl to visit the Jesuit who lives tlown the IMiH or your editorial rewrite prerogative. A university, even our university, 
acJ'ess the street rather than seeking aviee ill the parlor ef HiRkle Ordinarily we _would not regard is no longer fulfilled in its static, brick-
Hall or a. faculty member's office. In atltlltien, the coacept ef the curriculum development at our insti- and-mortar achievements. Its monu-
• 1 · ments and buildings are but a scene for 
total umvers ty should allow a dlvenlty asul plunlity of situations uuion as "hot news" for your reading the action of its education. Our flag-
among students and faculty. These Jesuits need not be looked upon public .. Howeve.r, because of the. wide- poles are quietly rediculed.._ and have 
as divorcing themselves from the Jesuit community since they spread mte~est.m the ·Pc:ace Corps and faded into hazy insignificance. The new 
, because thas program ts the first to 
contmue to serve as members. Moreover, their residing in other build the Peace Corps experience di- Jesuit residence hidl bulks vacantly 
places serves to fulfill their more Important function as members rectly into an undergraduate and grad- aboy~ the concret_e. . . .. 
1 
., ,,, 
of the university community. uate curriculum 'we .believe 1there ·are We can certainly' do better: .''The 
• • · • • • , ·students on your campus who would like senior class could substantially further 
Wath the openang of the new Jesuat resadence m December, at· to know about this possibility. xavier's effort at awareness and in-
is hoped that these Jesuits will continue to live in dormitories and We would greatly a~~reciate an volvement by donating their class gift 
Prl'vate res1'den .. e to Student Volunteer Services. Their. ... • consideration you may give this matter. 
Owe financial aid would fund programs aim- · 
Slow Learner 
If anyone desires more information 
about this program they should call ed at furthering the student's experi-
or write: ence, the university's variety and depth, 
and the community's development. I 
ask the senior class of 1970 to take that 
step. My thanks for your consideration. 
Dr. Jobn C. Crandall, Director 
Peace Corps/College Degree Program 
College campuses have always been a breeding ground for State University College at Brockport 
action concerning the popular cause of the day; In the America of Brockport; New York 14420 
Cordially yours, 
(Dr.) John C. Crandall 
Director 
now, and the campuses of now, this fact is not only evident but • 
brought across with a bludgeoning effect. Witness the extremes of 
student rioting, class shutdowns, and teacher walkouts. To the 
praise of man his popular causes have taken on a more meaningful . 
and humanitarian t~~e, and his anger is now directed more often S VS Needs 
towards the root 'Jf'a problem instead of its offshoots. 
ThP_, :. ... diat man is a slow learner is often overlooked. Despite 
ouf" ~~~&:ailed sophistication a11d urb~nity, and the jack-rabbit . 
advancements of technology, and every other ego-building medal To the Editor:_ 
Financial Aid 
which man can pin on himself, the fact of man's inhumanity to man There is P_ersis~ent na~ional con-
remains. The cause of peace is still offset by war the fight for cern that a umve_rstty and t~s students 
, • ~ ·• ' . be aware of and mvolved wtth the tar-
JUStice by selfishness and greed and preJudace, the hope of freedom. ger community that surrounds it. such 
by tyranny, and love by lack of charity. It is well to seek action for awareness adds an immediacy to the 
the causes of our day, even here on our college campus, but it is education of the campus. It helps stu-
also well to remember man is a ·slow learner. Be persistent, but· dents to a.void a sterile maturity. These 
be patient; are the pri~ary benefits. of _involve-
MOB ment, accrumg. to the untYerstty, and 
George Eder 
Student Director, 
_Student Volunteer Services 
SHALOM 
To.the Editor: 
Modern thinking has often· lost its 
way by separating the problem of truth 
· from the problem of living, cognition 
from man's total situation. It is, of 
course, a basic goal of each man to 
bridge this abyssbetween thought and 
action, both in his own life and iti his 
society. And nowhere in our long human 
history has there been as big 'a.dicho-
tomy between the ideals that persons 
profess to hold and the actual situation 
than ·in the area of war and peace. 
In this most critical moment of 
history we have a two-fold last; a task 
hence to society, both present and in which every human being is in some 
L W F . . t. future. A yet additio{laL benefit is way involved in our post-Auschwitz, > , est e orge possible for involvement provides the post-Hiroshima world. And the greatest 
'- . surrounding community with manpower responsibility in this task rests .on the 
Mike Myers 
Non- Violence-
A Way of Life 
Editor: 
The basic moral contradiction of 
our age is, though we expouse freedom, 
though we fight wars in its name, that 
our civilization · is . strictly servile. 
(Merton) Society today is up-tight about 
immediate social probiems and conse-
quences. Often, its reactions or. actions 
fall into an "Easy to be Hard" syn-
drome or a state of "creative· ·co'nsti-
pation." It is not uncommon to hear 
talk of choosing the _ "lesser evil." 
Society appears as.. a prisoner of its 
urgency, .loosing perspective, values, 
and ends. _ 
The greatest criticism of the West 
by Oriental and Eastern observers · is 
oot ·against any misdirection of our: 
philosophy and search for , truth; but 
the utter hypocrisy of our rhetoric and 
our actions. 
It is in reaction to this that the 
"Peace People" came into being: to 
examine Christian Non-violence as. a 
viable way of life .. This is what the 
statement (drawn up by Mike Myers) is 
. all about. No one professes to have all 
the answers, but I suggest that the non-
violent way hasn't been adequately ex-
amined, let alone lived. 
Non-violence is NOT a warm feel-
ing cloaked in glowing utopian ideals. 
Non-violence is NOT substituting a 
"Manuel of Non-violence" for the 
"Manuel of Arms." Non-violence does 
NOT seek to defeat and humiliate. the 
. adversary by spiritual instead of phy-, 
sica! attack. 
True non-violence is a way of .life 
without hatred, without hostility, and 
without resentment. lt is a searching 
out of the good in people. Isn't this (and; 
a whole lot more) what Christ taught 
and the foundation upon which he es-
tablished the church? 
All I say, io closing,' is that just as 
each of us as students considers . 
whether to enroll in ROTC or how he 
feels about the Vietnam War, consider 
also the Christian, non-violent way 
of life. Every believer of non-violence 
is a follower of Christ's teachings, not 
every Christian is non-violent. 
Tom Jacobs 
The foot bali se~s~n has been an unmitigated disaster thus far. ·and money tesource~. to be used. for _its educated citizens of the great power 
. . . . ·· .. . . own development. Thus the untverstty bl h' h h ld h ,. f th h ' · • .... ·1 ThiS IS not a conae.mnahon~ .,The boys have ~twggled hermcally "learns, and grows in its experience, ocs w IC 0 t e oate 0 . e ot er The Xayier chapter of s~.M. (So-
nations in their hands.-"On the one · ,. Ad t f M 
against tremendous odds. But 'rmthing seeiJIS to pay. _ and perhaps even helps. . · . ctety oor vancemen ° anagement ~.... _.. _ . hand we must defend and foster the has formulated a Management Oppor-j 
Musketeer reaction has been glum .. -Serious minds on campus This is the rationale which su.pports highest human values: the right of man tunity Program for all interested Xavier 
H dl bl h dl h ? SVS provides opportunities for student way worthy of his moral greatness,". d · ed 1 'db · 1 _.._ t · 'd years ago'!. ar y a grum e, a_ r y a s out. . esagn . · oat usmess s uw:n s m e- · 
are wondering- would the reaction have been the sarne five or six Xavier's Student. Volunteer Services; to live freely and develop his life in a business students.. This program is I 
~wareness a~d growth, through direct says Thomas Merton~ "but on t~e ot.her ciding what position in the. business . 
A look.about the nation reveals an interesting insight. Xavier's mvolvement m the Avondale-Evanston hand we have to protect man agamst world he would like to hold. ·.· · .. 1 • 
g. lum acceptance of the bad season may be part of nationwide phe- and Cincinnati community. · the criminal abuse of the enormous · · ·· · . nh. h' - . h. · 1 
· . · . h' h h h ~ . . .. .Throu.,. t ts proJI'am, t e sUJdent . 
nomenon ·centered in the .big cities. Small towns seem to be j'ust In its several years of operation destr!Jctave power. w tc e as ac- .. ;.:-,c ,·,, -·. · • ··• ·- .. · .... c · · · ·• , ' · '' · d" 1 · d · dl · · I' · ,.: can·pack,.out·ac:ompany or··compaaaes! 
as energetic and enthusiastic for the sc~ool ~s ever. Why? svs haueceived a minimum of con- qutre. · · 'T:· a m~~te Y: a g~ue ~n&:r' ~hich·he.would li.lic tl»·visit an&,th~ par-1' .··: 
. b crete support from the University ad- questaon. ~- ~ro em a_s rea , . u! .. \ t~iaia)d; 'arim~nt~'i~ ~hicK Iii>' is inter- .. 
Father Greeley suggested. in his recent speech. ere that many ministration Funds iri the past were despera~e. reJec.tton . solves, nothma ... , : ''t.Cd'~:.~\t:' '·, 'Iii"~''' ·':Irk· · . : · · =~eecifilo1csla·n11gy tt~.ei~o~te::l~ :~!.!a, y~u~~i:ot':eS:s liepr;~~::.t :e~~[qi:: :~~c!e~~:·::e ;:;;:~!~.li :!dana o~~= ,~~~e~!~~~c~~:~~~~d~::s;~C:;.~h;;:~~j ~::; ~~~i~)l~dh·'aij¥~~:a~~!~j~j~;.;::;~ r ••. 
'"t" travel allotme~t Moral support and to bear the witness that would have to· ' !!>_vasatd~/· · e 11!1 .,1en 'You . ;~"h}lit~~"~~mo~n-, perspective:' When the individual becomes too immersed in his . 
1 
. . h 1· f 1 b f kl .1 be 'f ' · k 1 f~ mgan or ana., erno9n wtt t euarector! .'-~. .. , . . . h . h h' . tn crest was e p u, ut, ran y, t ou~s t we. were to rna e a rea e ort f th d partment'in·which he <•nt· .I envlronr~enht: runlfs hTihS. thesis, hhi~ lo~es totuc lr wat fidsomet mg lcmh· couldn't and didn't pay the bills. Finally tol . translate tfihe ~oral l~e~c~ings l'w~ ·- :sted~ sA. M. encourages all e:~~ia~~Y. 
portant 1~ .u~se. . IS s?met ng. ts ~o se 1-con ~ ~nc~ as su • this year, the admi~istration has.added . c atm to pro ess mto tvmg rea tt~ .. , . rad ;.w,~~-;f.t-J~~i(t"o::parti­~lthough It IS mhmate)y tied up With lt. Perhaps lt IS sam ply -~~e general fun~s totahng $300 to the pre- We, a concerned segment ~9! ~~ ·•·. ~<lgf~ gr,e .. ir9J~~~·4;.?~i~·.•; ' -. 
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XAVIER UNIVERSITY, CINCINNATI, OHIO, WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 12, 1969 Pill Tllrli 
Vigil Pr~pos~l 
Whereas: 
O'ConDor . Explains :Policies &t 
State of the University Address 
On October 29, Father O'Conner delivered the third annual' - · · I 
State of the University address. The format was considerably 
altered this time in that after a few introductory remarks the meet-
The Xavier University Day of Awareness on Vietnam, 
held on October 15, gave ample evidence of a concern 
among the Xavier Community in relation to the 
Vietnam Conflict. 
ing was ·immediately thrown operi_to questions. 
_ The emphasi& in. this change of 
policy was. on open dialogue between 
administration and students. · Father 
O'Connor praised the university for 
its successful Day of Awareness and 
for tbe outstandingjob on Homecoming. 
He pointed out that the image of the 
university was changing from that of 
lems with regard to the beer drinking. 
'This see~s to be a success and a 
"congenial experience." The same has 
held true for the parietal hours ques-
tion. This however gives rise to prob· 
lems even though it can be good and 
relaxing. There seem to be two ex-
tremes.· On the one hand there are 
a "beer drunk; fun-loving university" students who claim "You don't trust 
to "one that is more aware of the· us" and on the other there are those 
problems today and conducts itself 
more seriously." To exemplify this 
awareness, the meeting was then to be 
an ·open discussion of the issues. 
The first question concerned the 
Day of Awareness, in relation to its 
effect on the publicity level. Mr. Ed-
ward Vonderhaar, Vice President of 
who say "VI!~ know what goes on." 
What happened to the fund for black 
scholarships? This year ten thousand 
dollars was apportioned .. The request 
of the AAA was for twenty thousand. 
They are s~ill working on that with the 
AAA. . 
What about the possibility of a 
Public Relations, pointed out that bar on campus? Re-zoning and other 
Xavier had received very favorable problems are inyolved. There is talk 
publicity in the Enquirer, the · of a bar being opened within a. couple 
National Puhlic Relations Reporter, of blocks of c;tmpus and if _one opened 
and Twin Circles magazines. _He on campus the two could possibly run 
admitted that in some cases the pro- each other out of -business. Again, 
gram had ,an unfavorable effect but things are under discussic;m .. 
said "We do .things because they're 
right, nat because of a Public Rela- What of further expansion of the 
lions impact." university'! Undergrads are ~o be in-
creased in number to 2500. Next year 
--· PREsniENT. MAKES POINT-... 
' 
coming into the university, e.g. for 
the FAST talks; if there is any_ lazi-
ness it · is in the student response. 
.Why are we waiting so long for a 
response to the AAA demands? "We 
have to wait for the trustees and vari-
ous faculty committees. You-just can't 
say yes." Also, it is very hard to 
get color~d professors that are good. 
The ·South is being robbed already. 
Are we doing anything for the blacks 
before average? "Yes. We should try 
tobringAvon_dale up and then get them 
working on a college level. Here's 
where the students can help with tutor-
ial service." 
Whereas: An integral part of the Day of Awareness was a 24 
hour memorial to honor those who have died in the 
Vietnam War and all wars. 
Whereas: The issue of Vietnam will again come into the 
national picture on November 14 and 15. 
Whereas: 
Whereas: 
Whereq~: 
A university community is not an isolated entity, 
but must exist in relation to the major social and 
political questions of the day. 
The community of Xavier University could rightly 
and justly again raise the question of the Vietnam 
War on its campus. 
It is a just and Christian duty to commemorate the 
dead. 
We, the Student. Council of Xavier University, heartily 
endorse and support the 48 hour vigil in honor of the Vietnam 
War dead, to be conducted on Xavier's campus on Friday and 
Saturday, November 14 and 15. Furthermore, we are aware that 
this vigil is in no·way whatsoever connected, or in sympathy with, 
t~e National March on Washington to be held on these same days. 
·respectfully submitted, 
Matt. Hayes. 
Chairman, St~dent Council 
Spiritual Welfare Comm.-
The next l'nqut'rt' w re on a more What of course evaluation? The 
es e it is hoped to have approximately 140 L-------------......;.----------------'-1. · 1 v 1 1 B 11 · h 1 facufty as well as the studer1ts are dt'· re lgiOUS e e : S . e armme C ape OUt of town women Jiving on campus. 
·for the students or simply a parish Mr. Beumer, Vice Pr.esident of Busi- vided. Father O'Connor felt that the 
Church'' What unt'ver·s•'ty programs Student Council and a faculty commit-
. ness and Finance, pointed out_ that 
have helped the community? Bellarmine additional ground was needed for park- tee should work somet~ing out. 
·is a ·student ·chapel . and serves as a ing athletic facilities new dorms etc. i"'hat of our speakers. policy? 
p~rish bec~use it's part of the ar~h- and that the gradual; school is in~reas~ "There is freedom for the professors 
droces~. Wtth regard to the com.mumty , ing and those classes must be expanded in the classroom and for recognized 
programs, Dr. Anderson now has a too There are already 3000 graduate groups." Any speakers involved in the 
questionnaire out asking the faculty . students. . ' forum series • must first be cleared 
members what they have done and what ., through a speakers bureau. Father 
they plan to do. The university is very Could we consider having another Ratterman said Reservations can be 
interested in this. awareness of problems day as we did made on ap open speakers program, 
on October _15'?. Yes, if it is worked b'ut t~is. is not a campus for obscenity. 
:1: Beer :a!_ld .l'arietal· ~ou.~~~ }:at~~r. tl\rougl:t the,proper,channcls. It depends Taste and judgement are required. -:~~tter.man said that·.sm~e hesr..been on the community.· It should also be 
hvmg.m a dorm he has noticed no prob- noted that we have several speakers 
Prevailing_ ·wind . 
Universal. Suicide Mark E. Meany · 
({the hutton is pushed, there's tales the sobering· and horrifying con- alism. Anyone at all aware of the 
no r_wming a11,ay. There'll be elusion that [or the first time in his- ;:atomic fact" necessarily feels a com' 
no one to save with the world tor:.y man possesses the awesome pulsion to direct all his activity and 
; 11 a grave. capability to destroy himself and his idealism to the elimination of its neme-
environment. He is wavering on a tight- sis to humanity. 
-P. F. Sloan, !'Eve ·o.r Destruction" rope linked at both ends to hair-trigg~r I propose that directives for the 
mechanisms containing strontium-90, abolition of war. and. the smouldering 
uranium:-235, and. other . related dia-
Stu~ent Life Group Me~ts 
The "Committee on ·student Life" 
was created last March in the. attempt 
to enhance and improve. cqmmunica-
tions among the various segn'lents. of 
the Xavier _University Community. 
.Although a spectator of community af-
fairs might whince at the appearance of 
yet another committee, there seems to 
.exist a definitive . need .·for suc·h an 
organization. 
community. The committee sees its 
objective in gaining a better under-
standing of the educati0q_. _and opera-
tional functions of t~e. university. ' . . 
. The. membership will vary each 
week according to. the various items 
listed on the agenda. Geneniliy~ 'liow~ · 
ever, the Dean of Men, Student Council 
Officers,- and class .Officers :will be 
"ex officio" members. Representa, 
Admittedly fluid in its embrionic tives of the Community will be .invited 
state, the "Commi.ttee on Student Life" regularly to aitend meetings, particu-
hopes to focus on the general welfare· larly when an issue · relateo to their 
of the University. Examination of cur- respective areas is on the agenda, eg., 
rent organizations, committee~. and compulsory retreats: invitations wouW 
councils will bear out the advantage be extended to the University Chap-
of possessi.on one body, functionally lain, Chairman of the Religious Devel-
smallbul open to the community, whose opment Committee, etc. 
sole purpose is to have a wide scope on The meetings will take place 
the university activity; the opportunity weekly, currently they are held on Mon-
for synthesizing separate elements and day. Announcements of agenda and 
discussing. ranging items of interest time/place will be posted around cam-
provides polish and lubrication to the pus. 
_The spectrum· of motives providing 
impetus for strong: anti-war sentiment 
among my generation includes every-
thing from the escape of a military 
obligation to the achievement of a 
lo~g-awaited alignment of nations in a 
genuine peace. Because such notions 
are by no means novel, the Establish-
ment tends to associate them. with var-
tensions which precipitate it be gov-
bollcal products of tiie laboratory. A erened at long last by· the astute recog- > 
thermonuclear conflagration would nition and comprehension of the pres-
produce a stress on man's biosphere cnt .· grave circumstances and their 
which would n~t be relieved until every potential outcome for the human race DUFF'S 
ious stages of the maturing process or 
. pass them off as functions of history's 
cause-effect process. It is my inten-
tion to delineate the. uniqueness and 
gravity of the ~u'rrent situation as well 
as to submit' a practical reason (diff~r­
. ent from those convcniio~ally dis-
cussed) for _op~osition to war at this 
particular point in man's turbulent 
trek through time. ' 
_ Ulterior and .humani~tic motives 
placed aside, simple)Jnalhcmatics die-
Xavier 
Students 
Save zc per 
Gallon at 
Dana Ave. 
Comet 
1711 Dana 
St10w yotJI 10 ca111 
Always ext1 a 
speCi;JI serv1ce 
~ 
living thing had been simplified to its rather than by the selfish desire for 
inert comp~nents. ~ny pro~ection that acquisition of strategic advantages ·in 
the earth might be hveable 10 the wake the international arena. The relaxation 
of su~h a holocaust rna~ be ·re~arded . of the nuclear deadlock into .lin envir-
as Wishful folly. The mvcntones of 
current military might in such 'a con-
flict predict total doom for all living 
onment conducive to lasting peace ,will 
become a reality only when mare peo-
ple are impressed with the d;~ilgers of 
systems. coexisting with a balance of nuclear 
It is the realization of such a situ- terror to haunt them daily. 
ation whi~h alerts <i ~onccrn~d segt~ent _ If my generation fails to solve this 
of modern youth to campmgn '.'gatnst problem, there will be no history to 
war on behalf ~f ~h~ very survival of judge it. Man's somber tradition of 
the human.race. fh1s 1s the fundamental killing himself olf by the most 'effective 
consideration amid rcfluxing inter- means he can devise· must be termi-
national rivalries and frenzied nation- nated short of suicide. 
SUNDAY NIGHT DANCES.:·· 
ST. BERNARD EAGLES HALL 
~115 Tow•r Av• • 
. e:Jo to 12:30 A. M• 
Featuring Popular Bands and Entertainment. 
• ,'!, 
;,PART·· TIME·. MALE HELP.· "FOR. 'EVENING' 
.' DELIVER.IES ... J HO.URLV - . $ALARY' I PLU$ 
tl . • . . :' . '. : . } 
DELIVERY COMMISSIO_N--FREE MEALS. 
CALL 731'-8200 
• •• ·;: • ••• ~ 1, 
-.----,--------'"""'...._ __ ...,. __ .................. . 
..... '• ,q -~ ,., • ' 
335 Calhoun· Street • 
861-8345 
Friday & Saturday Nights 
Jay Wind plays till 1 a.m. 
LOTS OF GIRLS 
Thursday O'Rion plays 
till 12:30 a.m . 
,. 
.Admission includes 
one drink 
"'( 
. ': 
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The Big 
Splash 
by JACK MURRAY, Sports Editor 
Neu•s Item:- Kathy Keating, Xa~ier's first woman athlete, wins two events 
in the Ohio Womens Collegiate Sll'imming meet. 
THE · DEPTH OF KATHY KFA TING's big splash is currently being 
pondered by the Xavier Board of Trustees. The Board will soon make a decision 
on whether to institute a girl's swinuning "team". The idea started as a 
bminchild of Kathy ](eating, who proposed it to Dean of Women, Mary Lou 
Faeth, who.in turn proposed it to Director of Athletics Jim McCafferty, who 
in turn proposed it to the Board of Trustees. 
. "I wrote a memo two weeks ago about it to the Board" said McCafferty, 
"and as yet they have not responded." McCafferty feels that there is a need for 
a girls swimming team because "First, this is our first year coed,_and we need 
something to s_timulate participation in the girls; second, by competing nation-
ally it will help our recruiting firls for the classrooms. 
"It would be started as a club sport," says McCafferty. "The NCAA 
does not sponsor a single women's sports event .. So I wrote to a lady in Washing-
ton to find out the dates of coming meets." When· McCafferty mel with dean of 
women and the 50 some coeds earlier, II girls said that they were interested 
in joining the proposed "team". 
• • • 
"KATHY WENT ON her own to Denison when she found out about the 
meet,': says McCafferty. "You have to .give her a lot of credit. She had only 
been practicing a month and to do what she did (two firsts) is something." 
"I competed in order to build enthusiasm around the school and get the other 
girls more interested. The way Miss Keating sees it, the only thing needed 
(besides the Board's OK) is a figurehead coach. "We don't need a top coach," 
says Miss Keating. "He wouldn't even have to know that much about coaching; 
just write up a work-out schedule and time us in practice. I know enough about 
coaching to teach .the girls. And once in a while, Paul Bergan (her former 
coach with the Pepsi Marlins) would come.to practice and offer advice. He is 
the best coach in the country. I don't think financing the team would be that much 
of a problem. Entry fees arc abouf 50 cents an event and we .can practice in my 
backyard pool or at St. Xavier high school." 
• • • 
JIM McCAFFERTY, who, Kathy says, has_been "tremendously helpful" 
in getting this thing off the ground and into the pool, lists the expenses differ-
ently. "The big cost will be travel, followed by scholarships, equipment and 
coach's salary. It would not be a major cost factor, but it all depends on what 
kind of a budget \l(e get. I do think that the school is interested in this program." 
* * * 
IT WAS ALSO LFARNED that two freshman, Tom Bambrink and Mike 
Otten, are interested in forming a men's swimming team. Paul Bergan has 
also shown. an interest in coaching the team on a full-time basis, but it is un-
likely this project will get off the g~ound. 
One-Girl 'Team' 
Captures 'Firsts' 
by JOHN CHACE' A!l!lociated Press Writer 
Ed. note: This article is condensed from two 
articles written for the Associated Press national 
wire last Saturday and Sunday. 
KATHY KFATING, 19, ·starred Saturday in her 
deb1ut as the first female to represent Xavier U niver-
sity in intercollegiate sports. 
Miss Keating won both events in which she com-
peted as part of the Ohio Collegiate Womens Swimming 
Championships at Denison University. She won both the 
50 and 100-yard breaststrokes with times of 34 seconds 
.and 1:13.6 minutes, respectively. 
Kent State was the team winner and Ashland, Ohio 
State and Cincinnati rounded out the top four in the 
10-team event. Miss Keating, of Cincinnati suburb of 
Finneytown was the only member of the Xavier "team" 
to compete and therefore Xavier had nv chance of 
finishing nea~: the top. But Miss Keating said Xavier's 
entry was e.xperimental as the team is being organized 
and she hopes now that more young ladies· will become 
interested in trying out. 
Only last week, the Xa:ier athletic department did 
IWt know that it had any women's "teams" for any 
sports. (Xavier has had women belong to the sailing 
club, but sailing at XU is considered a club sport) .. 
_"I'M RFALLY EXCITED about it," said the 
sophomore coed befo.re the meet at Dennison. "I have 
been swimming for a long time and kind oLenjoy the 
opportunity to compete in intercollegiate sports. But 
I'm going to be very nervous." 
Miss Keating said that she; her sister, Mary, a 
freshman at XU; and Mary Lou Faeth, dean of women; 
worked out the idea for a- swimming team and- pre-
sented it to the athletic department. "I think they really 
like the idea and are looking around to see about a 
coach and costs of the venture," said Miss Keating, 
who has been swimming competively for six years 
• with the Pepsi Marlins:--
Kathy Keating 
She has been working Qllt three days...a week at an 
enclosed, regulation-sized pool in her parent's back-
yard. She said 1hat if the ie;tm didn't' get too big, others 
could use the P?ol for_ practice. 
Kathy has participated in five _national swimming 
meets and in the Women's Olympic tryouts in 1968. 
Her best times for the 50 and 100-yard breaststrokes 
have been :32.8 and I: 11.2, both marks lower than the 
current Womens National Collegiate records of :33 
and 1:12 held by Cynthia Goyette of Michigan State. 
Miss Keating is the oldest of six children from a 
swimming family. Her father, Charles, held various 
swimming records at the University of Cincinnati. 
What.Position This Time,_Ray:P 
. . 
"'I would like to sec a men's program started at Xavier," says Bergan. I · 
think it's a great idea if they went in for it in a major way. Xavier has a natural by DENNY KING adjustment necessary. . fullback flanker (back) and split end. 1 
rivalry with Cincinnati, which is traditionally strong, and X has potential ·~u felt different having the ball Ray started early enough to .know 
material there. It was evident after the series of; snapped again," admitted Baur, "and what each of those positions would 
"If we did add another men's sport," says Jim McCafferty, "it would injuries in the Villanova game that XU it was hard learning to read defense. involve. He began in a fifth grade pee 
wouldhavetolooktoanewfaceatquar- That's all." However, there was still 1 0 L d f · · · probably be.wrestling. We could get a good schedule of schools within a 250- wee eague at ur a Y o Visitation. 
· terback. When XU went to Dayton, it "many hours spent_ in Coach Etler's 
mile radius, perhaps 15 or 16. We have the facilities-the mat and the fieldhouse. From there Ray went to Elder High 
: was Ray Baur who shared the position office" and a lot of practice. 
And the students have shown keen interest in participating in the Intramural where he played two years of basket-
wrestling program and viewing wrestling matches put on at halftime of basket- ' with Dave Myers. T,he coaching staff tried to keep ball and four of baseball as well as 
ball games." We had a men's swimming team started here when I first came . It's been almost four years since the transition as simple as possible. football. In his junior 'year Bauer 
( 1957) headed by a Father McCarthy, but it soon dissolved because of lack of · Ray has played in the position of quar-J"There wasn't any trick plays in- called the plays for the Greater Cin-
interest. We haven't had one since." terback (Ray played quarterback three, volved," said Baur. "They kept It down cinnati League champions and in his 
years for Elder and in the last half of: to straight hand offs and a few option senior year traveled to Springfield and 
his senior year was switched to full-· plays.'' Xavier will still have to depend the regionals with the· baseball team. 
back) but there wasn't really that much; on Dave Myers, who suffered a minor 
• • • 
SO IT IS UNLIKELY that a men's team will be formed, but it is likely 
that Xaviet will be represented by a girls swimming "team" in the National 
Collegiate Championship at the University of Illinois on March 19, 20 and 21. 
All that remains is a statement from the Board of Trustees and the acquisition 
of a "figurehead" coach. Preferably someone who can tell time. 
(See related story on same page) 
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· . concu!l!lion in the Villanova game, for When it came time for college, Ray 
the deeper patterns. They relied on chose XU. "I wanted to go somewhere 
Dan for about fifteen plays in the where I'd play. I'm from the city and 
Dayton game. · there were a lot of guys already here 
- News (John Payne) Photo 
Uay Baur 
:at Xavier, from Elder." Whatever his 
By this time Baur should be used reasons, Ray maintains that he has no 
to changing positio~s. After playing, regrets. "l.was always given plenty of 
Quarterback for three years at Elder, , opportunities on this squad," said Baur. 
he was recruited to .XU as a fullback. i . . . . . . . · 
Since then he has played at. tailback, : Like JUSt about everyo_ne . else, 
---------------.Ray feels badly about the''scason and 
IM · Ch . i the 0-7 record, but it seems that the 
. 
. .. · ·amns players feel badly more for the coaches 
T than ihey do for themselves. "The 
by CHUCK QUINN coaches have really worked hard," 
; said Bau~:- "We just made too many 
On Thursday, -November 6, the mistakes and there was a lack of depth 
flag football championships were held on the t am " 
under the lights in the Xavier Stadium. e :.:..· -~--~----
In the first game the Cleveland Clevers 
defeated the Seals 18-6. The Good took 
the M division by shutting out the 
Organs 22-0. 
Denny Eagen won the punt, pass and i 
kick contest. John Cooney and Rich ; I 
Cagney tied for second. In the playoff· ' 
that follo~ed Cooney won. 
The winn~r of the golf scratch and · . 
handicap tournament was Jim A'rmine. ' 
Brien J oycc .. finished second in the 
scratch tourney and third in the handi-
cap. Joe Prater was the runner-up in . 
the handicap event while Bill Eberley :1 4 
· finished third in the scratch match. 
The tennis doubles championship 
was won by Terry O'Brien and Ed 
Jacques. Barth Okaduwa a'nd John 
Fritz ended up in second place. 
November 17th is the deadline for· 
signing up for both the 3-man basket-
ball tourney and the team free throw 
contest. 
. i 
I 
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Frosh Are Patsies No More 
by BOB HYLE ; score. quarterback Paul Smith hit Mark Pfeif-: this, and on the first play after the kick 
fer on a 25 yard pass that brought the' Smith threw a beautiful 45-yard pass 
ball to Miami's 25. Herman Hale and to Knoppe on Miami's 25. The next play 
Pat Ragon got the ball to the 14 yard saved the game for Xavier. Smith threw 
line, but a Miami defensive end, Mike· a pass to Kneflin on the one but Mark 
Campo, then fell on a fumbled pitchout. was pulled down before he got the ball 
I 
The "Little Muskies" meet a tough 
Ball State freshman team 2:30 Thurs-
day at Xavier Stadium. 
"It was a hell of a team victory. 
Ev~ryone was involved. They did it 
when they had to," commented Coach 
Louder. "Even the boys_ on the kickoff 
"Ball State is a good team," said squad, ri&ht after we scored the win· 
Coach Jim Louder. "They beat Indiana nin& touchdown, there ~as still time 
State, 40-20 (XU._beat ISU, 13-6( but for Miami to do something, but we got 
we'll_be ready for them, both mentally them 1·n a hole on the 16 yard line." 
Xavier wasn't able to muster u~ and interference was called. Three 
another drive until tate in the second plays later Smith plunged over center 
quarter. It was the running of Ragon 
and plhysically. Our boys have a lot of h h h th h 
. Even t oug t ey won e coac who gained 30 yards in this drive, and pnde, the loss to Dayton hurt them, . . .. 
b I h. k h ld b · db . , ·was not completely sat1sf1ed. There Smith's passe!lto Pfeiffer, Kim Knoppe ut t m wes ou e Improve y 11. 
. were too many mental errors and we and Jim Stephens, that brought the 
for the winning score. Donahoe's kick 
was good and the Muskics had their 
second win in as many games. 
UD Beats XU Team Victory 
Sparks Frosh 
were too lackadaisical out there," Muskies down to the Miami 18. A hold-
Coach Louder said. "I strive for per- ing penalty brought the ball back to the 
fection with them, but we're coming 33 and stalled the drive. The Xavier freshman dropped 
h their first game of the year to Dayton, 
Coach Jim Louder was sitting in 
his office two days after his frosh 
team had won their second game of the 
year, 14-10, over Miami. "It had me 
scared for a while," he said. "If this 
keeps up I'm going to get ulcers." 
Louder was referring to the spectacu-
1lar fashion behind in the last minute and 
a half, with Paul Smith plunging over 
from the one yard line for the winning 
on. The people thcr saw t at we were The third quarter was_an exchange 7_0_ hitting hard." of punts, until late in the period Xavier 
Both teams blew easy chances to end Mike Barras fell on a loose hall 
score in the first quarter. Miami moved on the 29 yard line of Miami. 
the ball down to the X~vier eight yard Once again the Muskies called on 
line behind the runnm~ of ~ha~lcs the durable Ragon as he showed great 
Brockmeyei: and Ron Spisak. Bill Sim- effort in fighting the ball down to the II. 
mons dropped a pass .in the end zone The offensive line, Jed by Fred Strange 
though and the Redskms had to settle and Matt Chinchar gave Smith a lot of 
for a field goal from Dave Graham. protection as he found Mark Kenenin 
The Muskies then got rolling when all alone in the end zone for the score. 
The M uskics ran 77 offensive plays 
b~t couldn't score. The offense couldn't 
get_ .off the big play, and they were 
crippled by two fumbles, and fivdnter-
ccptions. One of the interceptions 
came in the end zone and stopped 
Xavier's closestldrive. Opponents Wee_k 
1. Miami (6-2) beat Maryland, 34-21. I 
2. Buffalow (5·3) beat Boston College, 
35-21. 
Xavi-er Approaching 
Mike Donahoe converted the extra point 
and Xavier led 7-3. 
Coach Jim Louder said, "We 
weren't in the right frame of mind. 
We played well in the second half, but 
we had too big a breakdown in mental 
errors. 3. Kent State ( 4·5) lost to Manhall, 
Miami got its offense rolling, and - 31-20. 
started down field behind Spisaks run- "Dayton is big," he contim.•ed, . . • 
' - · · · " b bl th b' t t 'II r 4. Cmt:mnah (4·4) beat Louisville, ' 
· ning and the passmg of Stan Williams to pro a ~ e 1gge~ eam we a~e.~ . ! 
Jim Viher. The defense with Bob Rcis andtheyJustwanted1tmorethanwed1d , 31·21. i 
'Perfect' Record andEvanJolitzleadingtheway,stopped The frosh were hurt when Pat: 5. Ohio U. (3·4-1) lost to Bowling 1 the Redskins on the II yard line. Ragon, the top offensive back, was side- Green, 23-16. ! 
ByALJACOBS 
Xavier ... had to give u~ the ball lined ~vith a leg injury: John Fox, an 6. Villanova (5·2) ;pst tp Dayton, I 
. though, and Miami started moving offens1fe guard, ~lso.did n?t play, be- 27-20. 
Muskies gave up possession at their ,again. This time the Muskies couldn't cause of a death m his family. . 7. Dayton (2·6) beat Villanova, 27·20. 
"Offense, you've got to move the 
ball; defense, you've_ got to bog them 
down; and let's hope for that break 
we've been waiting for all -.year!" 
· own43. - 11 hold and Wi111'ams hi't Spisak for the TD. Xavier was dealt another severe 7 ) b t G t i 
' 8. Quantico ( -1 ea us avus 1 
This ·time the Flyers chewed up I Graham's kick was good and with a blow when split-end Kim Knoppe suf- Adolphus, 21-6. j; 
the entire third-quarter clock with a :minute and a half left Miami led 10-7. fered torn knee ligaments, alld will be 9. Toledo (8·0) beat Northern Illinois, 57-yard drive that lasted through 18; The Muskies were undaunted by out for the season. . I 
K . f' . h' 't i- 35-21. . -plays. with osms m1s mg 1 on a -- · -· 
This was Coach Etter's final de-
cree io the· Muskie footballers prior to 
their taking the field against the ,Day-
ton Flyers two weeks ago. XU lost 
to Dayton, 32-14. 
TD plunge of one yard. Although they I 
again failed on the conversion try 
Dayton enjoyed a 25-7 lead going into . 
. the final period. 
· The following kickoff saw Xavier 
Dayton received the opening kick- ' back Ray Lancaster return the boot 
-off and marched 72 yards with...,soph~ 80 yards for a touchdown oiUy to· have 
omore sensation Gary Kosins scoring the ever-loved friends of the Muskies, 
his fi.rst of four touchdowns that after- the .officiais, once again show their 
noon from one yard out.· · compatability and claim that Lancaster j 
The ':longed-for" break came when , had stepped out-of-bounds on the Day- . 
a high pass .from , center sailed over ton 35. . . j 
the Dayton punters head and he re- Never had a spark of enthusiasm 
covered it on his own 12-yard .line turned into dejection so quick, as Mu-1 
1 tryn fumbled to Dayton three plays I 
later. 
And never had a mood of dejection 
con~erted back into enthusiasm so : 
quick, as Xavier's Tom Chapman re-
covered a Dayton fumble on the UD 
35 after the Flyers had run two plays. 1 
In six plays the Muskies tallied 
with sophomore halfback Ivy Williams, 
who rushed for 116 yards - his best 
Wet yout whiUie 
With 14-f(l 
The most enjoyable fade 
in beer today! Hudepohl. 
@1969 E HUDEPOHL BREWING COMPANY OF CINCINNATI, OHI 
giVmg Xavier excellent _scoring posi· 
tion. X used just five plays to score 
with Dave Myers going in from the one. 
effort all season, aoin& the final 7;,.i~~~~iiiii~~~~~~~~~:::::::~~:~~~~~~~~~~~====~:=?~ Juniors Top -
Myers rallying from a head injury The junior ~re-medical . students 
'and physical beating in the Villanova ~efeated the semor pre-meds, 36-18, 
game that left him a doubtful starter m a. t?uch fo?tball game s.unday on 
shared quarterbacking duties with' Ray _ Xav1er s pract1ce ~eld .. Semor 
Baur who handled the controls consid· Meany, game chairman, says 
· erably well admidst the pressure of a • w-jillllbe~~a~·r·e-~~a~~tclhl·-'·liiii~iiiii0 new position and the soggy playing con~ (''I 
ditions. j . , . 
The_ ensuing kickoff set up a 70-
, yard, 17-play ·touchdown series for 
Daytol'! which carried the action far 
into the second quarter. Kosins scored 
from the two. 
. ' 
The Flyers went for a two-point -· 
conversion but were unsuccessful-
which was just about the only thing 
that went wrong for them the whole 
watery afternoon., 
It took Dayton only 40 seconds 
to get the ball back as Xavier fullback 
Dale Mutryn plaaued with fumble-itis 
·all afternoon lost the handle on the ball 
and UD's Jim Rudzinski recovered it 
attheXU 28. 
. The Flyen quickly capitalized on 
the Muskie miscue using six plays in 
scorlna.-- sending fullback 'Tony More 
: the final three yards giving Dayton a 
·;'comfortable 19-7 margin at halftime. 
Rut breaks were not hard to come 
by this soggy Sltturday as Dayton re-
ceived another gift for themselves 
wh~n early in third period, Mutryn, 
having a shaggy day all around, punted 
poorly for only_ four yards and the 
.. 
• 
Special Cut Char-lroiletl 
• Sirloin Steak 
• Idaho Baked Potato 
Chef's Crisp Garden 
• Salad iowl ::::::"' 
Dreulna . 
Gariie $179 
French Roll , 
ROSELAWN 
7100 llndlns: ltd. 
NORTHfRN KY. 
4218 Dial• Hwr. 
CHERRY GROVE 
8567 Beehmont AVP.. · 
WOODLAWN · 
· 10596 SprlnKIIeld Pike 
MONFORT HEIGHTS 
North Bend & Chevrot Rds. 
Just that she's mad about the refreshing taste of Coca-Coi!J. 
It has the taste you never get tired of. That's why things' 
go better with Coke, after Coke, after .~oke. 
J Bottled under authority of The Cbca-Coia Company by: 
The Coca-Cola Bottling ~.ork.s C,ompany, Cincinn·ati 
. - •. --· ··---· ·-~-'--*' •• . . 
.. 
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Quantico Marching Over Foes 
Xavier. in quest of its first victory. these Quantico teams went unbeaten, 
meets the Quantico Marines at Xavier winning records were posted in 1930 
Stadium Saturday at 1:30 p.m. (7-2-1), 1931 (8-3-1) ~nd 1932 (7-3-1). 
tory was compiled in 1948. The Marines 
were undefeated in 13 games, capturing 
another ·All-Navy title and Jbe All-
Service crown. Nine of the 13 opponents 
were held scoreless. 
DANCE ATTHE BLACK 
STALLION Quantico is 7-1 this year. Since 
football began at Quantico in 1919, the 
Marines have w~n more than 300 games, 
·losing 127 with 15 ties. 
The opposition continued to be 
mainly college teams in the early 1930s. 
with a few service teams beginning to 
show up on the schedule. While none of 
Football wasdeemphasized at Quan-
tico beginning with the 1933 season, 
extending through the 1942 campaign. 
The 1947 campaign was a different 
story. After an opening loss to Wash-
ington & Lee, Quantico rolled over 12 
straight service opponents and won the 
Gator Bowl and All-Navy titles. 
The most .successful season in his-
. The early years were some of the 
best, with unbeaten teams fielded in 
1921 (8-0), 1922 (8-0), 1924 (7-0-1) and 
1927~ ( 10-0). Good records were also 
compiled in 1923 (6-2-1), 1926 ( 10-2) 
and 1928 {i!-1-1). ' 
EVERY SUNDAY NITE I 
~ ADMISSI~N $1 ... 
~-~~ -
Sport Qui~ 
During the 1920's, Quantico elevens 
were ·rated among the top teams in the ~IICi·itiJIL: 
nation. Lik'e today, the majority of the 
oppoents were collegiate elevens. Some 
of the top teams of that era were on the 
schedule, including Georgetown, Cath-
olic, George Washington, Villanova, 
Michigan, Vanderbilt, Detroit, Car-
~.N . .:J' ~ -4l I I\~- . ~~ -~· ·~ FEATURING itiif~~ lty RON MOENING 
Never 
:heard of 
-Federated 
Department 
?' ~res. 
I~,;OW you 
have. 
Write 
us 
quickly. 
Federated Department Stores Inc., 
Director of 
Executive Resources, 
Cincinnati, Ohio 45202 
What ·the hell, 
we haven't 
heard of you 
either. 
'---------------~ 
~... ,. ~ 
l~~ .... •~•· : ···~ .. TOP ROCK BANDS · · • :· ' ~ . .' 
negie Tech, Xavier, Dayton, William & ••._L ......... 
Mary, and Wake Forest. 
WE 
CAN USE 
YOUR 
HEAD. 
NOV. 16 
Vitro Laboratories wants your mind. To train it to do a lot port. Imaginatively applied, these are also the techniques 
of complicated things. In an unlimited new career field. used today in civil systems planning in seeking· answers 
Systems engineering. That's our business. In fact, we to pressing social and economic problems. 
pioneered many systems engineering techniques. Engineers, mathematics, physics and computer sci-
Vitro's responsibilities on advanced communications, ence majors-if you're looking forward to a challenging 
weapons and missile systems are growing fast. Qur work' and rewarding career, our project teams offer the finest 
involv~s systems definition -.liiiYi. . training, experience and 'oJ)~ 
and anal·ysis, operations r~ ' portunity. · 
~~s:~~:t, ~~n~~~~=~ios~m~~~: I~ IILAB.dAATD·R-IE·Ef' ~~~~tpy~~:~~':Z~~-~o~~:.:'ail~ 
tion and math modeling, test 14000 Georgia Avenue • Silver Spring, Maryland 20910 to him. Or write Mr. Randy 
· (Suburb of Washington, D. C.l 
definition and procedures, a subsidiary of Automation Industries, inc. Lyon, College Relations 
and integrated logistics sup- 1111 tqual OpJIOrluniiJII'IIlplour.r M&F s u pe rv j so r. 
.. 
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In· His Own·Write 
.... 
Anything Goes 
The first offering qf the XU Players 
this season was Anything Goes. I had 
somewhat mixed emotions when I went 
• in because I am not really big on Cole 
Porter musicals. Somehow they don't 
seem to have much in the way of rele-
vant comments. But after sitting 
through this rendition it dawned on me 
that the whole purpose behind this 
musical in particular, and all musicals 
in general, was one of pure and simple 
enjoyment. The play and especially the 
music, (including such oldies as "It's 
Delovely", "Friendship", "I Get a Kick 
Out of You", "Anything Goes", and 
"Blow, Gabriel, Blow") is the type 
that brings out enthusiasm on the part 
of the audience, but also on the part of 
·the .£ast as welL The enthusiasm was 
properly shown on Jhe part of the au-
dience with good participation and a 
three-quarter standing ovation at the 
end. The cast was a bit different. 
Different in that I have never· seen 
a cast of Xavier Players go at some-
thing with such overt enthusiasm and 
gusto in quite a long time. The physical 
set up and stage direction were well 
done, but when one begins to look past 
this, at the individual characters, then 
the wor.k these people put in begins to 
show up. 
The ~~~:ting for the most part was 
fair, excepting a few of the major char-
ac~ers. 1:11 start in the order in which 
they appealed to me, and work from 
there. I can't say enough about Reno, 
Judith Scott, because she not only 
sounded right, but she looked right. 
She didn't look like a young girl made 
up to be a "strolling hostess" . with 
f~ur "Angels" who added. q'uitc a bit 
to the play in their own right. (Special 
attention to Chastity, Elaine Eckstein. 
FANTASTIC!) She appeared to be 
a woman with a lot of different things 
on her mand and I get the feeling that 
at times these things were beginning 
to work themselves out. 
Mary Jean Rocklin played Bonnie, 
the moll of Public Enemy # 13. The only 
thing I can say about her is that she 
can come over to my flat and dance 
around any time she wants to. She came 
across as a combination of Gracie 
Burns, Moll Flanders and Baby Jane. 
Undoubtedly an excellent po!trayal. 
Then there is Dan Lcdfoal, playing, 
or perhaps even living the part of Sir 
Evelyn, the stereotyped Englishman, 
forced marriage, let's go to tea. "Jolly-
Glad-To-Be-Here" who winds up, in 
the end ('!) with Reno. Knowing him 
personally allows me to think that he 
was born for this role, as no one else 
in the cast could have done it so well. 
And finally we come. to Billy, or will 
the real Gary McGurk please stand up? 
I think McGurk should change his name 
to Billy because it really fits. The role, 
as someone_saw it, fits him to a ':'t". 
He had the.. proper face for the. scene as 
criminal personified and publically 
acclaimed, and for 'the scene as man 
in Grandma drag trying to make it 
with the gii'l he was in love with. His 
facial expressions were something 
not to be missed. 
Now to the music and the singing 
and dancing. As I have said the songs 
were of the finest calibre for the type 
of singing that had to' be done. Most of 
'The :Kids' Plague the Nation 
the actors carried their tunes well, 
with Peggy Schneider as Hope doing an 
excellent job on "All Through the 
Night." 
According to the program the chor-
eography was directed by Jill Van 
Zytveld, who also doubled as one of 
the four Angels, Purity. The dancing 
was typical 1930's, big musical, crowd-
scene participation, everybody's in-
volved and therein resided the charm. 
Lots of leg, and pretty go.od leg con-
sidering the plays in the past, chorus 
lines and of course, the four Angels, 
dancing their way right into your hearts. 
I was "all gears" for the Angels. So 
was the Jesuit that. was sitting next to 
me. In fact he kept asking me which 
one was Chastity. I was, to say the least, 
dubious of his intentions. 
The music was provided by the ·:or-
chestra". That's all it said on the pro-
gram, but I saw my double, Dave Dube, 
outside and he said most of the guys 
were from the Conserwory. Well 
done and carried out, apparently di-
rected by Steve Monder, who was never 
allowed to take a bow. 
So I left after about the fourth cur-
tain call with somewhat of a changed 
mind about Cole Porter's musicals-
and the XU Players. I am just wonder-
ing if all that time and energy could be 
spent on· something a bit more contem-
porary and a. _bit more meaningful. 
With that I happily ann01,mce that their 
next offering in December will be 
"Loot" by Joe Orton. The date on the 
play .is 1966, so now all I have to do is 
look up some information on Joe Orton 
~o see how meaningful it will be. 
(Continued from page/) 
basic playfulness with his mystic char-
acter, his power to laugh with his 
NEW YORK, November 3=-The The youth rebellion, Knebel claims, power to transcend his work-a-day 
rebellion of youth is America's num- has had a greater impact on the coun- life. Religion, in this sense, is sacred 
ber one concern, based on .the volume try and is much more profound than is play- the ability to unite with the pri-
of convers~tiC?!!J!~~~~~ ~hjle, ":l.ll~i~g ... ~~~Ji.~~.~. b~ _.m_o.!it.P.C()~!e; ,Ih.e.~,_u!~~~." ~tmh~tdi~l:forcd~~!t ~~t~ }he world, wit~- -
a survey of the nat10n, a noted author .siud he found that parents were re- e ranscen en · 
:said today. assessing old assumptions under the The last sign of the time is organ-
Fletcher Knebel, writing in the steady, ~altering challenges of their ization. "Within our time when the 
current issue of Look Magazine, re- · young. anti-establishment perspective is 'in', 
ported that "the .kids" far overshadow "Women generally are more pliant, we have the directive to pursue a hal-
any other aspect of American tribula- more willing to change, than their men. ance between the structure and the . 
tions, be it "war, inflation, race or The wife in many families actively humanity. We mustn't be misled;_tech-
crime. abets the son who voews to flee the nocracy in organization is inescapable. 
"The kids, it would seem," said country or go to jail rather than submit Yet we need to develop a structure 
Knebel, "have become the symbol of to the military draft. The father shaken, which is responsive to human needs -
threatens ·to d1'sown. h•'s son," he wrote. ·and the key word here is participation." almost everything that alarms or irri-
tales their elders~ To hear it from the It's Knebel's feeling that the father Fr. Greeley summed it up by stressing the only way to continue a large .organ-
lips of older Americans, the kids rob, subconsciously realizes that his son's ilation is to actualize human partici-
fiot, drop out, seize, mock, goof off, defiance mocks the wnole structure of 
utter obscenities, grow beards, wear living· he has built up in a lifetime, 
long hair and .:;co·rn the noble work on while the mother has no such status to 
which their parents have built their defend, and the greatest thing she can 
lives and raised their families." lose is the life of her son. If the boy 
Despite this feeling by the older 
generation, Knebel wrote that he also 
found ambivalence. "Just as a voluble 
citizen will say in one breath that the 
country is go,ing to hell, and in the next 
breath voices his convictions that it 
won't get there, so he often harbors a 
sneaking admiration for the very yoi.mg 
that he castigates." 
must break the law to avoid possible 
death in Vietnam, the mother will go 
along with it, the author asserted. 
Sex is listed as the major issue 
dividing the generations. "The volume 
of sexual intimacy among the young," 
Knebel wrote in Look, "dwarfs any-
thing experienced by their parents . 0 0 
Parents, of course, share the same 
pation. 
As regards all five signs of the time, 
Fr. Greeley concluded with a call to 
self-reflection of our uniq ucly endowed 
nature; as the extension of Christ's 
love in space and time we arc the avante-
garde, the trail blazers of every era. 
The future of religion shines with the in-
tensity of that a ware ness. 
sexual impulses as their offspring, 
but the older generation had no pill, 
more guilt and less opportunity." 
' 
RAY CHARLES & CO. 
Saturday, Nov. 22-8:00 P.M .. 
John D. Millett Asse.mbly ·Hall 
Oxford, Ohio 
Tickets $4.00, $3.50, $3.00 
Reservations 220WarfieldHal.l, Oxford 
Tickets May ~e Purchased at the Door. 
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'FACULTY. COLUMN 
The Quest For Values J. N. Felten, S.J. . 
. nean, College of Arls and Sciences 
More than at any other time at least ·one of the things, that tics these scraps institution that cah lay any exclusive 
claim to wisdom, that can claim it can-
not learn more and grow more. What 
we have here i~ at least the ;idmission 
that this is important, that this is the 
way for us to go, that cerfain values 
are absolutes and that others must be 
constantly re-examined. And this posi- · 
tion may seem small, but it is not. One 
look at the despair which arises when 
all values arc up for grabs will show 
us what a good thing we have, and speci-
fies one reason for the different kind 
of atmosphere which prevails here. 
in recent history, the question that 
nags undergraduates is "What on earth 
am I doing in college'?" It is a good 
question. The fact that it is so com-
monly asked is evidence of a greater 
seriousness in undergraduates, and it 
is evidence of their honesty. And for 
several reasons it is a very difficult 
question to answer. For one thing, 
the question touches on the motives of 
many individual persons, and statis-
tical answers are not necessarily rele-
vant to any individual person. For 
another thing, it is true that colleges 
differ greatly from one another. One 
would hardly expect the same answer 
from an engineering student in a large 
state university and from a French 
major in a small private arts ..college, 
nor should one necessarily expect the 
same answer from a student in a secu-
lar university and _from one here_ at 
Xavier. Hence, I propose to sharpen 
the question somewhat to "What am I 
doing here as an. undergraduate at Xa-
vier?" or, perhaps more to the point, 
to "What should I be doing here at 
Xavier'!" In other words, "Why does 
Xavier exist, and why should I be a 
part of it?" 
After all, every Xavier undergrad-
uate could have been accepted some-
where else. Why should he choose a 
religiously oriented college'! And, 
then, why this one? Is there, in fact, 
any dimension of education to be found 
at Xavier that is not to be found in 
most other institutions? 
Any kind of answer will require a 
scrutiny of several areas. One very 
important area would be that of values. 
Another would, I suppose, be as basic 
as the general attitude to what kind of 
thing knowledge is and how it is to be 
hand. A third would be the regard paid 
to students as individual, unique per-
sons. This list is, of course, not neces~ 
sarily exhaustive, but it will provide 
us with an approach. 
The question of values is para-
mount, and it touches on the other two 
topics. Xavier's position is tha't its 
goal is not .mere knowledge-in the 
sense of a haphazard collection of more 
or less related bits of factual informa-
tion. This kind of knowledge can be had 
elsewhere-from libraries, even from 
encyclopedias or computers. There 
are many universities in this country 
which, out of despair of arriving at any 
significant consensus on values. prom-
ise no more than this, and can promise 
no more. 
To some it may sound pretentious, 
but what we are after is wisdom, not 
mere knowledge. Knowledge is, I be-
lieve, not its own end; it must be di-
rected toward being something or doing 
something. This is not to say, on the 
other hand, that knowledge is not ter-
ribly important. It. is, in fact, hard to 
imagine a wise person who knows 
nothing at all. At the same time, it is 
not hard to imagine a man possessed 
of encyclopedic knowledge who is not 
in any sense wise. The thing, or at least 
of jnformation together. makes them 
important or relevant, makes the stu-
dent (and in this sense we arc all stu-
dents) grow .as a human person, deep-
ens his response to goodness, truth, 
and beauty, gives him wisdom in his 
dealings with God, with himself, with 
his fellow men, and with the whole 
of the material universe is a fully ab-
srobed and fully defensible hierarchy 
of values. We arc interested in the right 
and proper response of the free human 
person. We arc not interested· either 
in programming robots or in ignoring 
what pertains most closely and most 
intimately to the human person. 
So, wisdom does involve knowledge, 
and it involved values. It effects are 
chiefly in the intellect, but they are 
also to be found in the emotional and 
volitional activities. It always relies 
on self-discipline. No man has it who 
does not love, does not love God, have 
a proper love of himself, of other 
human persons, of.his family. It does 
not usually come without patience, 
without occasional tedium, even occa-
sional pain. 
Arc we satisfied that we have all 
this at Xavier?·The answer is obviously 
in the negative: There is no human 
The conviction of and questJor val-
ues tend to qualify other aspects of 
Xavier's atmosphere. We profess a 
special reverence for the human mind 
-a. reverence which far exceeds _our 
respect for the computer. And we pro-
fess even more especially a re.verence 
for one another as human persons. 
This. reverence for one another is not 
simply an accident which flows from 
our_ relatively small size-though that 
helps greatly; it is the fruit of the values 
which we as an institution profess as 
our own. Students arc important. All 
members of this university are impor-
tant. These ideals we hold. The job of 
each of us here is to make them more 
and more a part of ourselves. 
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